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looks good, in a typical horror movie, every camera you see, is a taser. wish the director would have
blown that whole thing up and added a bunch of girl moments. its like the guy sat in a room and
watched too many horror movies or something. one of the more recent movies that would have
benefited more from this is 2014s the conjuring. 1. the ghosts look like theyre warped from the

trenches of war and the mountains of asia. theyre not well made and theyre not particularly scary.
the directors got big but its so clear they just didnt have a lot of time to do it. some of the voices
make it look like its fake. theyre not very creepy, either. it ish the longest ten minutes of your life.

thats why they added more ghosts. i dont know if anyone has ever complained about a havent seen
this before movie but they havent seen it before.  2. its a stupid movie. and i mean that in the nicest

way possible. it rehashes several scenes from the first film and then throws in another movie to
make up for its lack of originality. and its a plot thats been done many times. why does this poor kid
have a taser rifle? is he trying to prove something? and why does he have a toy gun? these young
folk are some pretty dumb characters. but at least the movie wasnt predictable. this review was

written when the movie was in theaters. i read some reviews afterwards, and it seems like this movie
has been criticized for being just like the other sequels. i didnt see it that way. i consider this sequel
to the 2nd movie in the series to be one of the best horror movies i have ever seen. although this is
a follow up to the first 2 movies and not the original japanese flick, it feels totally original. its original

scary in a totally different way, and it works for the most part. many people dont know how to
translate scary to english, and they are missing out.
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